Contractions which are no longer used:

- ble
- ation
- ally

Prefixes – go in front of roots to modify their meaning:

Punctuation:

- single quote ‘
- double quote “
- parenthesis ( )
- brackets [ ]
- braces { }

New symbols:

- degree °
- percent %
- bullet •
- dollar $
- cents ¢

Capitalization indicators:

- Capitalized letter
- Capitalized word
- Terminator

Grade 1 indicators:

- Grade 1 symbol
- Grade 1 word
- Grade 1 passage
- Terminator
**Typeface indicators:**

- Bold symbol
- Bold word
- Bold passage
- Bold terminator
- Italic symbol
- Italic word
- Underline symbol
- Underline word
- Underline passage
- Underline terminator

**Basic math symbols:**

- plus +
- minus -
- multiply x
- divide ÷
- equals =
- greater than >
- less than <
- forward slash /
- superscript ^ 2
- simple fraction

**More math symbols:**

- feet ′
- inches ″
- numeric passage
- numeric terminator
- cancellation indicator